
Seismic Hazards 1

Lecture Objectives
-importance of seismic engineering/science for mitigation
-introduction to seismic monitoring

-2 main topics:
-case study of seismic mitigation; engineering, science and
lessons learned

-ongoing debate on seismic mitigation



Northridge 1994 Earthquake

-next reading (2 class sessions):

http://greenwood.cr.usgs.gov/pub/open-file-reports/ofr-96-0263/

Introduction (p 2-4)
Assisting recovery…(p 6-10)

Studying the setting…(p 12-67)
Communicating…(p 70-78)



Seth Stein (Northwestern U.)

Seismological Research Letters, 2004

“No Free Lunch”

“No such thing as other people’s money”

Overall:  the need for cost-benefit analysis



Main Issues

1. Why are hazard issues ultimately economic/social?

2. How many people in the U.S. die from earthquakes?

3. What are the uncertainties in predictions?

4. Should estimates be biased for safety?

5. Should hazard estimates be peer-reviewed?

6. Should seismic hazard engineering be treated on the
same timescale as other hazards?

7.  What other disciplines should be considered ?



Seismology Basics

Earthquake measurement:  ~2000 years
by Chinese scientists

James Forbes (Scotland, 1844):  invented
seismometer

Faraday’s Law:  electromagnetic sensor

Geophysics:  began as a discipline late
1800’s; dedicated journal in 1874



Lots:
-Earth overall composition
-slip-related motion of earthquakes

Little:
-Earth’s spatial (small scale) composition;
-general relationship of earthquakes to tectonic settings;
-very little about actual faulting process;
-no ability to predict earthquakes on less than 100 year
timescale;
-few methods to even estimate seismic hazards.

Simplifications:  everything!  P, S waves, elastic rock,
magnitudes.

What Do We Know?



Earthquakes “mostly” occur near plate boundaries, but types of
earthquakes vary due to boundary types



Earthquakes release more energy than volcanoes!
On a human time scale, earthquakes are the most powerful

natural events on earth.



Wanna bet?  You can predict that a large (M 6) earthquake, +/- 1
day, will strike the Earth.



It’s very unlikely that a U.S.
citizen will be killed by an
earthquake



?  2% probability of exceedance over the next 50 years = once during the
next 2500 years



Predictions based on
past behavior
(“probabalistic”) can
be very difficult with
earthquakes, because
they often occur in
anti-statistical
clusters.


